
Cookies Policy 

You use the site in accordance with the settings of your browser or device for browsing 
websites - content available on the Internet. If your settings allow saving cookies, they are 
saved. 

Cookies are IT data saved in files and stored on your terminal device (your computer, tablet, 
smartphone, etc.) that the browser sends to the server each time you access a website from 
this device while you visit websites on the Internet. 

There are two types of cookies: 

Cookies related to the so-called session - cookies are maintained only while the browser is 
running. At the time of its closure, such "cookies" are deleted. Session cookies are for simple 
technical matters such as logging in, better navigation. 
Persistent cookies - these cookies are stored on the user's hard drive (the browser saves 
them). 

The specified cookie actions on our part: 

Improved navigation on the site, due to cookies, in some cases we can check user 
preferences, which means that scripts can give the user preferences. We increase the 
efficiency of the website. 
Due to the cookie, we can check if you are a new or a returning user, and thus we can 
customize the website so as not to show you the same information several times, and also to 
show you special information only for returning users. 
Cookies can be used to ensure security, are used to detect fraud within the site. 

Cookie from related sites: 

We use external services on subpages, there may be such elements that use cookies as: 

Links (hyperlinks) to other websites, each of these sites has its own cookie policy, if you use 
(click on the link) you should read the cookie policy of the page on which you have found 
yourself. 
Google tools: Google Analytics statistics, google ads, google map, google plus tool, videos 
from youtube and others - a detailed description of the policy of Google-related cookie files 
you can find here: http: //www.google.com/policies/privacy/ . 
FaceBook tools - you can find on our site fan frame tool, button I like it and other tools 
provided by FaceBook - they can use cookies - the description of the action can be found 
here: https://www.facebook.com/policies/cookies/. 
The site may also have other, embedded 'buttons and advertising materials, applications 
that allow site users to like, link and take other actions via social and related websites. We 
do not control these websites, each of them has its own cookie settings, each of these sites 
has its own cookie policy. By setting your browser accordingly, you can decide if you want 
these companies to give this opportunity. 

https://www.facebook.com/policies/cookies/


How do I disable cookies? 

When browsing this site, you use a device or browser (software on your computer) that 
allows cookies to be saved. In many cases, the option to save cookies is enabled by default - 
it allows cookies to be saved by default. Information on the settings of cookies and similar 
technologies - blocking, deleting can be found in the browser help materials, the device you 
are currently using. 

Using these solutions may affect the ability to use our site, our applications, and related 
websites and applications. Unfortunately, despite the most intentions we are not able to 
ensure the smooth functioning of the site for devices with disabled cookies. 

 


